Rear Transport Cover Instructions
Congratulations on your purchase of the highest quality rear bike cover available. These covers have been
tested in the worst conditions on planet earth for thousands of miles. Believe us, once you see how dirty your
cover gets, you will be glad you are using this cover. This cover will provide a clean environment for your
equipment to travel in behind your vehicle. All of the materials used are water proof and weather resistant.
Because there is a slight opening around the zipper closure, there is a possibility of a minimal amount of
moisture entering the cover, however, there are drain holes in the bottom of the cover which will allow any
moisture to drain out.
There are two covers available to provide the best fit possible. There is a small(standard) cover which
will cover 1-2 bikes and a large which will cover up to 4 bikes. The large cover may work fine for 1-2 bikes but
may be loose fitting and may not be suitable. To tell the difference between the small and large covers, the
small cover has a reflective strip across the top of the Skinz logo and the large cover has 2 reflective strips
going in a “V” upward from the bottom middle.

Installation Instructions:
1. Place bikes on the rack as you usually would when transporting. It is possible that
repositioning will be necessary in order to acquire the proper fit. Once the bikes are on the rack,
open the zipper and begin placing the cover around the bikes from the front towards the back. If
for some reason the cover does not fit, reposition bikes and adjust as needed.
2. Take time and care in working the cover around the wheels and handle bars to evenly
position the cover over the bikes. This may take a little doing the first time. Once you have
established the system for your particular bike setup, this will be a
snap every time.
3. After evenly positioning the material around the bikes, zip the cover from both ends towards
the post or your type of rack. Use the elastic zipper connector and
connect the zipper pulls to the swivel connectors and tighten the
spring stops as tight as possible.

4. Lastly, pull the spring loaded draw cords snugly on
both ends of the bike cover to take up all the slack
and secure the cover tightly over the bikes. Tie off the
long ends to keep from flapping in the wind.
Note: Check the cover often and adjust as needed. Tighten
draw cords regularly if needed. Be aware of frayed cables
and/or sharp items which could present problems to cover.
Keep clear panels clean on bottom corners of cover as this
allows tail lights to be seen on some vehicles.

Warranty: Covers workmanship & materials only.
Warranty does not cover rips, tears, or damage
caused by usage or adverse conditions. You are responsible to frequently check
cover, bikes, & rack. Skinz is not responsible for damage to property.
Care and Maintenance:
For Technical Assistance:Info@skinzprotectivegear.com
Covers can be machined washed on gentle cycle and
1-320-243-8771
allow to air dry or on low heat in the dryer.

